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A quiet living surrounding is of vital importance for everyone, but heavy noise
pollution followed with the process of urbanization. Noise pollution has been
regarded as one of the four major pollution, which decrease our satisfaction toward
life from many aspects. Currently we pay much more attention on preventing and
handling with noise pollution problem, however, the present regulations are not
flexible, hard to be carried out and the standards designed to charge for noise
pollution is not comprehensive enough, which neglect the external costs of noise
pollution. Therefore this research has investigated the problem of urban noise
pollution from the perspective of external cost evaluation method comprehensively.
In order to take measures against noise pollution, we need to gauge and assess
the external costs of noise pollution, and tighten the management over voice
environment. Hopefully this research will provide some suggestions on how to
prevent and control noise pollution problem by means of analyzing the external costs
of noise pollution. But as we all know that we can not use market value evaluation
method to study noise, so we have to adopt the non-market value evaluation method.
There are many different kinds of evaluation methods, which does not mean that all of
these can be applied for the analysis for external costs of noise pollution. Three
non-market value evaluation methods were introduced and the author came up with
two-step approach assumption in this study.
The present thesis is composed of the following five parts. Part one mainly
introduces the theoretical background on external costs of noise pollution problem.
Through reviewing the previous literature, this study summarize the theoretical
development overall and put forward to the creative point of this thesis, that is,
examining noise pollution from external costs. Part two introduces the basic theories
of external cost firstly, and then classifies external costs from the perspective of
reasons for causing noise pollution. And further the existing non-market evaluation
methods for external costs analysis are summarized. Part three gives a description to














based on the characteristics of noise pollution. Part four two-step approach has been
proposed. Part five discusses whether it is reasonable for people to pay for noise
pollution at present or in the future and reports the implications and limitations of this
study.
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国家的重视，例如英国伦敦在 1964年，日本东京与 1965年以及 1973年，加拿
大温哥华于 1971年以及其他一些国家的一些大城市，都相继进行了城市噪声的
① Petruccelli, Umberto. Assessment of external costs for transport project evaluation: Guidelines in some
European countries. Environmental Impact Assessment Review, September 2015 54:61-71
② Parry, I., Timilsina, G., 2010. How should passenger travel in Mexico City be priced? J. Urban Econ. 68,
167–182
③ Newbery, D.M., 1989. Cost recovery from optimally designed roads. Economica 56, 165–185
④ Dituc, 2007. Evaluación Ambiental de Transantiago. Final Report for United Nation Environmental Program
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